**GENERAL NOTES**

1. The intent of this treatment is to raise the rail such that there is a minimum height to the top of rail of 27 3/4 inches after the block is reset and the rail reattached.


3. All dimensions subject to manufacturer's tolerances.

**FIELD NOTES**

1. 3/4" Dia. hole is drilled in post 3" on center above existing mounting hole.

2. An additional 3/4" Dia. hole is drilled 3" lower in the blockout to be at the same location of the existing post bolt hole.

3. Blockout and rail are reset and connected at the new hole and the existing hole using existing bolt and a new bolt meeting the same specifications.

4. When transitioning rail height to meet existing rail within a single run, new drilled bolt hole can be a minimum of 2" from existing bolt hole. The remaining transition shall be made up within the "play" at either new or existing bolt locations.

**RESET BLOCK AND RAIL ON FIELD DRILLED HOLES**